Furniture Design Workshops
Saturday 21 April
11.30am – 2.00pm (Make a Stool)
3.00pm – 4.30pm (Make a Tool Tray)
Harriet Steed, founder of the THS GIRL MEETS BOY blog, presents two interactive and inclusive 90-minute workshops, offering an insight into furniture design and making. With all equipment provided, participants will be able to create and take home either their very own stool or tool tray of their own design. All welcome.

Drawing with Light
Saturday 21 April
1.30pm – 2.15pm (session 1)
2.15pm – 3.15pm (session 2)
Adrian Pawley, Technical Video Specialist, demonstrates the technique of drawing with light through a one-hour workshop, creating images with long exposure photography and flash. Part drawing, part choreographed performance, participants move coloured lights around the stage space to draw in the air. Using long exposure photography these movements are captured and composite, beautiful images are created.

Poetry Showcase
Saturday 21 April
7.00pm – 8pm
Enjoy an evening of readings from exciting, young Faber poets, Sophie Collins and Hannah Sullivan – two major new voices in poetry this year. Although as poets Harriet and Sophie are entirely distinctive from one another, they share a willingness to challenge the world as it is understood, and to recast it for the better. The duo’s performance will be followed by a Q&A session giving the audience a chance to ask questions, and a book signing.

In Conversation with
Peggy Seeger
Saturday 21 April
4.30pm – 5.30pm
Peggy Seeger is one of folk music’s most respected and influential musicians and her life is the stuff of a rip-roaring blockbuster. Still performing at 82, Peggy talks to Angus Phillips about her remarkable life with its ‘spin’ and humour. You’ll hear about Peggy’s colourful upbringing including lessons from some of the great and the good of the folk music world, and her seminal adventures around the world of sexual intrigue, music and politics...and lots of all of it! This event is followed by a book signing of Peggy’s recently published memoir, First Time Ever.

In Conversation with
Hannah Sullivan
Saturday 21 April
8.30pm – 9.30pm
Hannah Sullivan, ‘First Time Ever’ opens Sophie Collins and Hannah Sullivan at OutBurst, her first major solo book. At the heart of this collaborative project is the idea of allowing people to reflect on their experiences of love and relationships, and to examine their experiences of love and relationships, and the freedoms and failures they have experienced. Hannah’s poems explore aspects of life and love in everyday settings. This event is followed by a book signing of the book. It has recently been nominated for the 2018 programmme poetry prize.

OutBurst – is the Oxford Brookes University Festival
The festival runs from 19-21 April and showcases cutting-edge research and expertise from across the University in a variety of stimulating and fun events for everyone, including installations, lectures, workshops, exhibitions, and discussions for all ages.

Winnie the Witch – Read and Draw
With Korky Paul
Saturday 21 April
4.15pm – 5.15pm
Join multi-million selling Illustrator Korky Paul with Winnie the Witch & Wilbur for this family-friendly event full of energy, fun, enthusiasm and lots of audience participation – plus BIG prizes to be won! Korky shows how reading, and drawing are fun. To be won! Korky shows how reading, and drawing are fun. To be won! Korky shows how reading, and drawing are fun. To be won! Korky shows how reading, and drawing are fun. To be won! Korky shows how reading, and drawing are fun. To be won! Korky shows how reading, and drawing are fun. To be won! Korky shows how reading, and drawing are fun. To be won! Korky shows how reading, and drawing are fun. To be won! Korky shows how reading, and drawing are fun. To be won!

Bing Bunny Creator Ted Dewan, Drawing Live!
Saturday 21 April
1.30pm – 2.15pm
Hop along with your little ones to join children’s author Ted Dewan as he draws live and talks about his original Bing books and the CityMuseum television series they inspired. This event is followed by a Bing box signing and some drawing for the young audience members.

Ted is an illustrator, author and scriptwriter. Although best known for Bing, his other books for children include One True Bear and the award-winning Crapemyrtle the Pig series.

In Conversation with
Peggy Seeger
Saturday 21 April
1.30pm – 2.15pm
Part drawing, part choreographed performance, participants move coloured lights around the stage space to draw in the air. Using long exposure photography these movements are captured and composite, beautiful images are created.

This event is followed by a Winnie the Witch book signing.

OutBurst – is the Oxford Brookes University Festival
Thursday 19 – Saturday 21 April 2018
Pegasus Theatre, Oxford OX4 1RE

The festival runs from 19-21 April and showcases cutting-edge research and expertise from across the University in a variety of stimulating and fun events for everyone, including installations, lectures, workshops, exhibitions, and discussions for all ages.

Hannah Sullivan
Hannah Sullivan, ‘First Time Ever’ opens Sophie Collins and Hannah Sullivan at OutBurst, her first major solo book. At the heart of this collaborative project is the idea of allowing people to reflect on their experiences of love and relationships, and to examine their experiences of love and relationships, and the freedoms and failures they have experienced. Hannah’s poems explore aspects of life and love in everyday settings. This event is followed by a book signing of the book. It has recently been nominated for the 2018 programmme poetry prize.

Find out more at www.pegasustheatre.org.uk
社會媒體
Twitter: @BrookesOutBurst
Facebook: facebook.com/BrookesOutBurst

Blogging the OutBurst theatre, dance and robots!
Try your hand at furniture design, drawing with light or create your own design. All welcome.

Peggy Seeger is one of folk music’s most respected and influential musicians, and her life is the stuff of a rip-roaring blockbuster. Still performing at 82, Peggy talks to Angus Phillips about her remarkable life with its ‘spin’ and humour. You’ll hear about Peggy’s colourful upbringing including lessons from some of the great and the good of the folk music world, and her seminal adventures around the world of sexual intrigue, music and politics...and lots of all of it! This event is followed by a book signing of Peggy’s recently published memoir, First Time Ever.

Visit the Pegasus Theatre website to book tickets: www.pegasustheatre.org.uk

£1.00 – Child / Concessions
£2.50 – Adult
3-for-2 on tickets for events across the whole festival!
Free entry for Oxford Brookes University staff and students.

Twitter: @BrookesOutBurst
Facebook: facebook.com/BrookesOutBurst

Parking, transport and accessibility information is available on the Pegasus Theatre website. The theatre is able to meet accessibility needs and is happy to be contacted before your arrival to help with your particular requirements.

facebook.com/BrookesOutBurst
OutBurst 2018 Schedule 19–21 April 2018

Whilst every effort will be made to keep to this schedule, unavoidable circumstances may lead to changes on the day.

Day  | Time  | Event                                                                 | Venue            | About                                                                 | Age Guide |
-----|-------|----------------------------------------------------------------------|-------------------|----------------------------------------------------------------------|----------|
Thursday 19 April | 1.00pm | CANU Contemporary Arts Unit Workshop: An Introduction to Creative Problem Solving | Main Theatre | Join Claudia Flinagan, Lecturer in Coaching at Oxford Brookes Business School to experience this way of using body movements and movement to generate ideas on how to move through challenging situations. | 12+      |
Friday 20 April | 6.00pm – 7.00pm | Moving Through Stuckness: An Interactive Workshop | Studio | A workshop to explore the practice of moving through stuckness. | 8+       |
Friday 20 April | 8.30pm | Collected Vision | Main Theatre | You will be invited to sit back and enjoy this visual journey of short films produced and selected by students from the School of Art at Oxford Brookes University. | 12+      |
Saturday 21 April | 10.00am | Meet the Oxford Brookes Robots | Main Theatre | The Oxford Brookes robots are capable of some amazing things. Watch them compete and see who comes out on top! | All ages  |
Saturday 21 April | 10.00am | PJ Play and Explore Computer Gaming for the Family | Main Theatre | A space where you can get hands on with some of the latest gaming console technologies. | 5-11      |
Saturday 21 April | 1.30pm – 2.30pm | Some Robots – Let the Battle Commence! | Main Theatre | A chance to try some robot combat with our robots. | All ages  |
Saturday 21 April | 2.00pm | Chinese Paper Crafts | Workshop | Experience the art of Chinese paper cutting in this hands-on workshop. | All ages  |
Saturday 21 April | 2.30pm | Fluid Art Workshop | Workshop | Express your emotions with colour and flow and make your own unique artwork in this additively fun art workshop. | 12+      |
Saturday 21 April | 3.00pm | Music in the Cafe | Cafe | Live acoustic music in the cafe. | All ages  |
Saturday 21 April | 5.00pm | Bingo Bunny Greater Ted Drawn, Drawing Live! | Main Theatre | Join children’s author Ted Dewan, as he draws live and talks about his original Bingo books and the CBeebies television series they inspired. | 2-7 all ages welcome |
Saturday 21 April | 6.00pm – 8.00pm | Drawing with Light Session 1 | Studio | An introduction to the technique of long exposure photography. Participants move colored lights around to create ghostly glowing patterns in the dark. | 12+      |
Saturday 21 April | 8.30pm | The Oxford Brookes Virtual Psychology Lab: Battle Commence! | Main Theatre | Step up to the ring and take a sumo robot into battle. Will you win this robot war? | All ages  |
Sunday 22 April | 9.00am – 9.15am | T'ai Chi | Main Theatre | A gentle introduction to T'ai Chi, a very popular form of exercise that combines movement, relaxation, and meditation. | 12+      |
Sunday 22 April | 9.15am – 9.30am | Kung Fu and Kickboxing: Win Chun Kung Fu | Main Theatre | This workshop will present the creativity of Win Chun Kung Fu alongside the contemporary art of kickboxing. | 4+       |
Sunday 22 April | 10.30am – 10.45am | Win the Witch Road and Draw with Kyrus Paul | Main Theatre | A unique opportunity to create your own magical world and experience the power of imagination. | 5-11      |
Saturday 21 April | 10.00am | In Conversation with Peggy Seeger | Studio | Enjoy an evening of readings from exciting, young Faber poets, Sophie Collins and Hannah Sullivan – two major new voices in poetry this year. The readings will be followed by a Q&A session. | All ages  |

OutBurst Schedule 19–21 April 2018

Family Friendly Saturday at OutBurst!

Read and draw with the creators of children’s favourites Bing Bunny, Winnie the Witch and Shifty McGifty and Slippery Sam. Or why not try your hand at Kung Fu, learn Chinese paper crafts, have your face painted, say hello to the Brookes robots, then have a go at furniture making!

Family Friendly Saturday at OutBurst is for a family friendly day out! Children of all ages are welcome at Pegasus Theatre. The building is totally accessible for wheelchairs and pushchairs, and the café will be open for a drink or a bite to eat.

*Children under 12 to be accompanied by an adult*